
Till We Have Faces 

 If the Priest and Bardia are “Faith” and the Fox is “Reason”, what is CS Lewis telling us about the 
balance between the two? Who is ultimately right (if anyone)? How do you interpret that the Fox 
loses his guile and persuasiveness when confronted with the Priest’s claims? 
 

 Why are Holy places dark places? Why doesn’t God give us more evidence in this world? 
 

 Seeing Orual’s complaints from the god’s side, does it say something about our ability to second-
guess God? That is, are we justified in questioning with the faculties we’ve been given? Or is our 
viewpoint so incomplete that it makes protesting illogical? 
 

 Who, ultimately, is Ungit? 
 

 In what ways is Fox’s skepticism similar to modern “scientific” atheism? 
 

 Why is Fox ashamed of loving poetry? 
 

 Did you empathize at all with Orual? Perhaps thinking she got a raw deal? Or was she un-relatable to 
you? 
 

 Peter Kreeft asserts that the God who marries Psyche is Jesus. Do you agree? 
 

 Did CS Lewis use the first-person view to massage our viewpoint? Did you feel the same way for 
Orual after the sacrifice as you did after Psyche’s banishment? After the discussions with Ansit? After 
the trial? If not, what changed between each stage or overall?  
 

 Why wasn’t Bardia at the court in Orual’s vision/afterlife? 
 

 What is Orual’s ultimate character flaw?  Disbelief? Selfishness? Treating others as means and not an 
end? 
 

 How/why does Orual become Psyche? Is it a merely symbolic?  
 

 Ansit says that she loved Bardia too much to intervene from what ultimately was tormenting him; she 
suffered pain to prevent Bardia from pain. Was Orual’s flaw ultimately the reciprocal? Is it a 
foreshadowing of what the gods are allowing to happen to Orual through her series of self-revelations 
(meeting Redival’s lover, Ansit, finding the shrine to Psyche, and her dreams and revelations).  
 

 How did Orual ultimately obtain a face? 


